


BERNINA Binder 

Attachments #87 & #88
AND PRESSER FOOT #95/95C



Binder Foot #95/#95C is a special presser 

foot that is needed to be used in 
conjunction with binder attachments.

#95 = 5.5 mm stitch width machines

#95C = 9 mm stitch width machines



The ideal tool for sewing neat edge 
finishes with pre-folded bias tape, 
providing garments, home furnishings 
and quilts with an even, attractive 
finished edge.

Available in 3 different widths:

13 mm  (1/2”)

20 mm (3/4”)

25 mm  (1”)

Binder Attachment #87
PRE-FOLDED BIAS TAPE



Bias Binder #87 is made for 

bias tape, the kind you 

purchase already made in 

small packages. 

No prep with this binder 

but you are limited to the 

small colors available.

https://weallsew.com/bernina-bias-binders-87-and-88-for-more-than-quilts/

https://weallsew.com/bernina-bias-binders-87-and-88-for-more-than-quilts/




Binder Attachment for Unfolded Bias Tape #88 is 
ideal for bias-binding fabric edges. The unfolded 
tape is fed through the attached bias-tape 
feeder, positioned precisely on the fabric edge, 
and held in place securely until it is sewn. This 
produces neat, even edge bindings on home 
furnishings, quilts, and items of clothing. 

Available in three versions for tape widths:

28 mm (scant 1-1/8”)

32 mm (1-1/4”)

38 mm (scant 1-1/2”)

Binder Attachment #88
UNFOLDED BIAS TAPE



After binding, the tape 
width will be

7 mm - when using 28 mm 
tapes (.276”)

8 mm - when using 32 mm 
tapes (.314”)

11 mm - when using 38 mm 
tapes (.433”)



Bias Binder #88 is 

designed to be used with 

bias-cut strips of fabric. 

This method requires prep 

time in cutting the strips. 

But you have the choice 

of thousands (or more) of 

fabrics to use. A medium 

weight, firmly woven 

fabric such as quilting 

cotton works best













How to tell the difference between them-



https://weallsew.com/binding-basics-bias-binders-87-and-88/

https://weallsew.com/binding-basics-bias-binders-87-and-88/


The pivot arm of the 

binder attachment has 

several purposes:

Swing it out for more 

room when attaching 

binder to machine.

Easier to load fabric 

strips into binder in the 

swing-out position.

Used in the process of 

mitering corners the using 

binder attachment.



Before binding a 
project, finish the 
edges with a 3-
thread overlock or 
zigzag stitch on your 
sewing machine. This 
will help keep 
everything together 
and tidy when 
adding the binding.

TIP:

https://weallsew.com/refine-binding-technique/



https://weallsew.com/turning-perfect-corners-with-the-new-38-mm-binder-attachment-88/

1

Select a 
straight 
stitch. Adjust 
the needle 
position so it 
catches 
both folded 
layers.

2

Set the 
Needle Stop 
Down 
function so 
the needle 
will be down 
in the fabric 
when you 
are not 
stitching.

3

Stitch the 
first 1″ of the 
binding.

4

Insert the 
top left 
corner of 
the project 
into the fold 
of the 
binder 
attachment 
and up to 
the needle

5

Begin 
stitching 
and binding 
the first side 
of the 
project.

6

Sew slowly 
and stop 
when the 
needle is 
one stitch 
off of the 
edge of the 
project at 
the corner.

7

Sew a 
securing 
stitch by 
setting the 
stitch length 
to 0 mm and 
stitching in 
place. Raise 
the needle.

8

Gently 
remove the 
project from 
under the 
needle and 
clip the 
thread tails.

9

Swing the 
binder arm 
away from 
the needle 
and gently 
pull a few 
inches of the 
bias strip 
through the 
binder.





10. Allowing enough excess to create the miter, fold the bias into a miter and pin it into position on 
the front and back of the project

11. Place the mitered corner under the presser foot and line up the needle with the fold of the miter. 

12. Sink the needle into the project to hold it in place.

13. Swing the binder arm back in towards the needle while gently pulling the excess binding back 
through the attachment. Ensure that the bias strip remains flat in the binder and is not twisted.

14. Reinsert the project into the fabric-folding part of the binder.

15. With the stitch length still set at 0 mm, sew a few stitches to secure the stitching.

16. Reset the stitch length to the default setting.

17. Remove the pins and continue sewing to the next corner.

18. Repeat these steps for the next two corners.





19. At the starting corner, trim the beginning of the binding even with the edge of the project.

20. When stitching the last corner (which was the starting corner), continue stitching beyond 

the end of project until the tail of the bias strip is about 1/2″ from the binder attachment.

21. Fold the tail in and insert it into the binder attachment. This will finish off the end of the 

binding.

22. Continue sewing until all of the binding has been sewn.

NOTE: Using the above technique leaves a “square” corner (the other three are mitered). To 

miter all four corners, begin binding in the middle of one side. Stitch around all four corners, 

mitering as you go. Before you reach the starting end, trim away the excess so everything is even 

with the edge. Stop about 1/2″ from the starting end, clip the bias about 1″ past the starting end, 

and fold the end under 1/2″ (the ends will overlap about 1/2″). Stitch in place



https://youtu.be/WR1YWB35EAQ



All of today's 

information and 

images can be found 

on pages 207-212 of 

the Big Book of Feet



COMING SOON!

Foot #C21 - Binding with 

unfolded bias or jersey tapes

36 mm wide tapes result in a 

binding of approx. 10 mm width

Foot #C22 - Binding with 

unfolded bias or jersey tapes

40 mm wide tapes result in a 

binding of approx. 10 mm width

An accessory holder is required

Compatible with only L 890



See you next time!

Our next Breakfast Club: 

Saturday, March 26  8:30am

Binding the Amy Way 


